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PANTHERS GET STOMPED
Purdue’ crushes Eastern 52-6 on Saturday at Ross-Ade 
Stadium in Eastern head coach Bob Spoo’s return to his 
alma mater. 
SEE SPORTS, BACK PAGE
PARK WEST 
FEELING 
CRAMPED
By Ashley Rueff
Senior Reporter
The recent hot temperatures have made the thought of 
moving from Art Park West into the new fine arts build-
ing even more exciting for art students and faculty. 
The air conditioning system has been struggling to 
keep the temporary building cool in the recent heat wave 
– an issue that occupants should not have to worry about 
once Doudna is completed.  
“We’ve had an excessive heat wave this last week,” said 
art department chair Glen Hild.
The faculty have the privilege of canceling classes 
when the temperature control in the building is not able 
to keep up with extreme weather outside, and some pro-
fessors have exercised that right in 2007 because of an 
exceptionally cold winter and hot summer, Hild said.  
While the temperature control is being worked on 
and only affects a few classes a year, it is still another 
reminder that the department is operating in an aban-
doned grocery store. Budget crunching in the state put 
a hold on the construction of Doudna, causing Art Park 
West to become home to the art department for longer 
than originally expected, Hild said. 
“We had already abated the building,” when the state 
put a hold on funds, Hild said. “There was no place to 
put us on campus.”
SEE ART, PAGE 5
Doudna’s extended construction 
has left Eastern’s art department in 
limbo longer than comfortable
Students rush to go greek‘Clean Comic’  comes to 7th St. 
Underground
By Jordan Crook
Campus Reporter
Students packed into 7th Street 
Underground Friday night to hear 
the comedy of Pete Holmes the so-
called “Clean Comic.”
However, Holmes and audience 
members agreed this label might not 
have been appropriate for Holmes’s 
act.
“I am very sensitive and I don’t 
want to offend anyone,” Holmes said.
Holmes said he draws a clear 
line in his acts and is careful not to 
include any hateful or racist jokes, 
which could lead to people being 
offended.
SEE COMIC, PAGE 2
Rural life, life experience highlight 
‘sensitive’ performance
Pete Holmes 
is the self-pro-
claimed ‘Clean 
Comic’ because 
he tries to not 
offend anyone in 
his acts.
Holmes online 
• MySpace
www.myspace.
com/petehol-
mes
• Homepage
www.petehol-
mes.com
By Colleen Kitka
Staff Reporter
Rush!
Three hundred sixty women did 
just that, as they went through soror-
ity recruitment this weekend.
Formal rush is made up of three 
different parties where the girls are 
introduced to all nine social soror-
ities on campus. The parties take 
place over a span of four days. The 
first round of parties was on Thurs-
day and Friday in which the girls 
had 30 minutes to meet at each of 
the nine sorority houses.   
The rushing ladies met in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union on 
Thursday. All the girls were required 
to dress in semi-formal attire. They 
met their Gamma Chi leaders who 
coached them through the rushing 
process.
At the start of the event, Katie 
Miquelon, a senior career and tech-
nical education major and risk man-
agement for Panhellenic Council, 
welcomed the women to what would 
be the start of a new journey.
Bob Dudolski, director of Greek 
Life, spoke next. He told the girls to 
be themselves because “these may be 
some of the most memorable times” 
in a student’s college career.
After the speeches, the girls were 
given formal instructions to com-
plete their first round of parties. The 
Gamma Chis gave directions over 
walkie-talkies for the girls to come 
downstairs and load into cars head-
ed to Greek Court.
Amanda Paluzzi, sophomore 
corporate communications major, 
hoped to meet new people through 
the entire process. 
SEE RUSH, PAGE 2
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Teya Arisa, a junior graphic design major, spends his Sunday evening in the computer lab of Art Park West. Remnants of the Max 
Market are still visible throughout the building. The Art department is planned to move back to the main campus next fall.
From Thursday to 
Sunday, sororities 
recruited new members 
DIxIE SExTON | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Caitlin Bieda, freshman theater arts major, fills 
out a sorority calling card Sunday afternoon in 
the MLK Union Grand Ballroom. 
GETTING TO  
ART PARK WEST
(From 4th St.)
• Leave Eastern heading north on 
4th Street
• Turn Left on W. Lincoln Ave.
• Turn left into the CVS parking lot 
before Reynolds Dr.
• To the left of CVS is
CVSART PARK WEST
N
GRANTS FOR FISH
Biology department’s new grant to help 
save, study stream fish.
SEE CAMPUS, PAGE 3
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DEN staff
onlinE Poll QuEstion of thE wEEk 
Do you think graduate assistants should be allowed to teach classes at Eastern?
a. Yes b. No
Poll results and next week's question will be on Page 5 of next Monday's edition of The Daily Eastern News.
MULtIMEDIa
www.dennews.com
The Daily Eastern News blogs on 
topics ranging from sports to world 
politics to music and more. 
Today's blog: Kevin Kenealy and "if 
you like the Onion" — a comedic 
spin on the news.
Eastern and Purdue football squared 
off Saturday at Ross-Ade Stadium in 
West Lafayette, Ind. The Boilermak-
ers steamrolled the Panthers 52-6 in 
head coach Bob Spoo's return to his 
alma mater.
John Burwell runs Burwell's Body Art 
located on the square in downtown 
Charleston. A self-taught tattoo art-
ist, Burwell now lets the people he 
trains test out their artistic abilities 
on his body.
dEn blogs Eiu vs PurduE body art
toDay
81˚ | 60˚
Partly cloudy
tUEsDay
75˚ | 52˚
Sunny
WEDNEsDay
76˚ | 53˚
Partly cloudy
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FREE CRISIS-INTERVENTION TRAINING
Sexual Assault Counseling & Information Service 
seeks caring volunteers to work with 
victims of sexual assault
Training begins September 30th
Call office 348-5033, 8 am – 5 pm, M – F
Or e-mail sacisch@consolidated.net
BAR 
4PM - 1AM
   EVERYDAY!
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
FREE WINGS
DOMESTIC DRAFTS 100
AT THE CROSS COUNTY 
MALL
217-234-7337
 
Te xtbooks ca n ca use pai n… 
       L uck ily  we know ho w to get ri d of it!  
Back  p ain . 
Kn ee  pai n . 
Sh o u ld er pai n . 
Jo in t p ain . 
Headache  pain.  
If you feel it, 
we have the 
knowledge and 
experience to 
relieve  it!  Cent ral Illinois Ph ysical Th erapy 
100 Pr ofession al Plaz a • M attoon 
(217) 345 -12 45              (217) 235 -12 45 
www .cen tralilli no isp t.com  
Bring in  this  
ad  for  a free  
con sultation! 
                            Try P.T. First!! 
If you feel it, we have 
the knowledg and 
experience to relieve it!
“I draw the line between dirty 
and ugly,” Holmes said.
However, Holmes did use several 
profane words throughout his act.
Holmes said there was a time at 
the beginning of his career when he 
did not use curse words in his acts 
until he decided not including them 
“wasn’t real.” In order to ensure he 
did not offend anyone Holmes asked 
the audience at the beginning of 
his show to raise their hands if any 
of them came because of his “Clean 
Comic” moniker.
Ian Sheppard, a senior sociology 
major, did not think about whether 
the act was “clean” or not while they 
were listening to Holmes perform.
Sheppard said he expected Hol-
mes to use profanity during his act 
and the content did not take away 
from his enjoyment of the act.
“It was really funny,” Sheppard 
said.
Profanity, however, was not the 
only kind of comedy Holmes offered 
the audience.
“I’m not calling you hicks,” Hol-
mes said during his act. “There’s just 
a lot of corn.”
Holmes told the audience he was 
used to living in cities like Chicago 
and New York City; so he had dif-
ficulty with the agrarian lifestyle of 
central Illinois.
While the majority of his act dealt 
with his stand-up routine, Holmes 
included audience members several 
times throughout the night.
Holmes pointed out a few mem-
bers of the audience because of their 
height or their inability to grow fa-
cial hair.
The most popular part of the act 
was the slow-clap Holmes got stu-
dents to start, which he had only 
tried once before and said required a 
special kind of audience to work.
“This was the kind of crowd who 
knows how to watch comedy,” Hol-
mes said. “You’re looking for a per-
fect storm of things in an audience 
if you want to have a great act. To-
night’s crowd was exactly the kind of 
crowd I was looking for.”
She said she decided to go Greek 
because she saw other girls go 
through the process and was jealous 
of the freshmen. 
“It’s not too late, (and) I might as 
well start now,” she said.
Morgan Berry, senior biology ma-
jor, was one of the Gamma Chis 
who had to weather the rain while 
the girls were in the houses.
She said being a Gamma Chi is a 
“great experience to see (the) other 
side of recruitment.”
The first round of the recruit-
ment process began Thursday with 
the women visiting four of the nine 
houses. They then visited the rest on 
Friday.
Ingrid McCallister, president of 
the Panhellenic Council, spoke to 
the girls, telling them they would 
have a huge effect on the campus 
and the community by going Greek. 
Dudolski also spoke and re-
minded the girls to keep an open 
mind.
After the first round of recruit-
ment, the women were asked to rank 
the houses in order from 1 to 9. 
When the choices are ranked, the 
girls review it with their Gamma Chi 
leader. 
New to this year’s recruitment 
process is an online system to help 
organize the bid process.
On Day 3 of recruitment, the 
girls saw which houses asked them 
back.
The computer matches it with the 
girls’ ranking, and those are the six 
houses they then meet on Saturday.
Paluzzi was happy when she 
was asked back to one of her top 
choices. 
“I am very excited; they like me, 
and so it will be easier to go back 
and mingle,” she said.
On Saturday afternoon, the gath-
erings focused more on their philan-
thropies.
Each house worked on small 
crafts with the girls and got to know 
them more on a personal basis. 
On Saturday evening, the girls 
then had to narrow down their selec-
tion to their top three houses.
No talking was allowed in the 
Union because of the reflection that 
had to go into their choices.
Jenna Wright, a freshman second-
ary education major, had remem-
bered which house stuck out in her 
mind.
“Everything comes back from the 
first time and you remember (a par-
ticular house),” 
The house “makes a distinction” 
and this helped her narrow down 
her choices.
The women found out which 
houses asked them back based on 
mutual selection.
The last round of recruitment was 
a formal affair and many women 
were seen in black dresses.
Once the process was completed, 
the tough part came when the girls 
had to make their final decisions.
All was silent, as they handed in 
their cards to the official. 
Katelyn Wabol, freshman mar-
keting major, was happy she went 
through rush. 
“I took a chance,” she said.
Now she will have to wait to see 
which houses bid on her during 
Tuesday’s Bid Day at 5 p.m. in the 
Grand Ballroom.
Four-day rush process complete
Comic doesn't need profanity
COMIC, FROM PAGE 1
Rush, FROM PAGE 1
By Brittany Morgan
Staff Reporter
James Novak and Robert Fischer 
look forward to tagging stream fish 
in the Embarras River water shed 
with brightly colored dye starting in 
the spring of 2008.
The biology professors were 
approved to receive a grant from 
the Illinois Department of Natu-
ral Resources at the beginning of the 
Fall 2007 semester, Fischer said. 
The main reason for this study 
of steam fish, according to Fischer, 
is to try to investigate if changes in 
the terrestrial landscape have caused 
them to become an isolated popula-
tion.
In these rivers, certain fragment-
ed sections and patches of habitat 
remain where the stream fish can 
survive, Novak said. 
Fischer described the good habi-
tats for these fish as areas called rif-
fles, which are fast-moving parts of a 
stream.
During the study, the professors 
will place tags underneath the scales 
of the stream fish called darters. 
Injected under the scales, the 
brightly colored substance will tell 
the professors the specific section of 
the river the fish was found in.
This will allow them to see if the 
fish are moving between different 
places in the river to interbreed with 
each other. If the fish are not inter-
breeding, they have a higher risk of 
extinction.
Novak also said they are deter-
mining the water quality of the 
streams by looking at the fish and 
insects living there, among other 
things. 
Novak and Fischer are finishing 
up the paperwork for a grant and 
plan to hire two graduate students to 
help with the study.
The Illinois Department of Nat-
ural Resources approved a separate 
grant to Novak and his wife, Kar-
en Gaines, to help create a wildlife 
database for hunters.
Novak and Gaines have their first 
meeting with the Department of 
Natural Resources in October.
The meeting, which they will 
attend along with other Midwest 
wildlife experts, will determine the 
criteria for what information will be 
placed on the site.
Gaines has experience working 
with government agencies, such as 
the U.S. Department of Energy, and 
has done work setting up large wild-
life databases. 
She also said Novak knows a lot 
about wildlife and is an expert when 
it comes to white-tailed deer.
In the 1870s, the deer document-
ed in the barrier islands off the coasts 
of Georgia and South Carolina were 
very small in stature. 
No real changes have been seen 
except for in Hilton Head Island off 
the coast of South Carolina, where 
they have documented larger deer, 
Novak said. Novak is also work-
ing toward finding a reason for this 
change in the deer population.
campus briefs
CoMMents, CorreCtions, or 
events
To report any errors, local events 
or general suggestions for future 
editions please contact our news 
editor, Hayley Clark, via: 
Phone | 581-7942  
e-mail | Dennewsdesk@gmail.
com 
office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall
toDAY
Academic integrity Booth
time | 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Location | Library Quad
More info | 581-6435
Be a Good neighbor Booth
time | 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Location | Library Quad
More info | 581-6435
Wireless Access of eiU servers 
and services
time | 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Location | 1010 Student Services 
Building
More info | 581-8397
Biggest Winner informational 
Meeting
time | 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Location | MLK Union 
Martinsville Room
More info | 581-7786
Find information Fast 
Workshop
time | 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Location | Booth Library Room 
4450
More info | 581-6061
on campus 
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study Abroad 
informationals today
Study Abroad will be having 
informational sessions today from 
4-4:30 p.m. in both Room 2103 
and Room 1207 in Blair Hall. 
The informationals are to let 
students know of the opportuni-
ties Eastern provides for studying 
abroad and to answer any ques-
tions students might have. 
english club first 
meeting tonight
The English Club will have its 
first meeting of the semester 
tonight in Room 3609 of Coleman 
Hall. 
The club offers poetry readings, 
sponsored readings by faculty 
members, career planning and 
graduate school panels, field 
trips to local theatre productions, 
faculty-student events and com-
munication service events. 
eastern reads discussion 
session tonight
An Eastern Reads book discus-
sion will be held tonight in the 
Charleston-Mattoon Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
The discussion will be of multi-
cultural and gender issues that 
have not yet been decided. 
Bonnie Irwin, dean of the 
Honors College, and her husband, 
Bud, are the moderators for the 7 
p.m. event.
-- Hayley Clark, News Editor
FIShINg FoR SURvIvAL
Biology professors use 
grant to study stream 
fish habitats
Karolina Stark | The Daily Eastern News
Dr. James Novak stands in his laboratory where he complies research 
in the field of ecological genetics. Dr. Novak recieved a research grant 
from the Illinois Department of Natural Resources.
Intramurals offer outlet for competitive students
By Katey Mitchell
Senior Campus Reporter
 
Senior Laura Shaw has been play-
ing soccer since she was 4 years old 
and was recruited to the Eastern soc-
cer team out of high school. 
However, after a season-ending 
injury her freshman year and anoth-
er year sitting, Shaw left the team 
and did not think she would play 
soccer competitively ever again.  
Then she found intramurals.
Shaw, a corporate communica-
tions major, found her way back to 
soccer through the intramural’s fall 
outdoor soccer league in 2006.
Shaw has only been playing on 
her team, the High School Has-
beens, for this season.
Last year she could only partici-
pate as a referee because of an East-
ern rule requiring students who 
played on a university sports team 
must wait a year before they are 
allowed on an intramurals team.
“At least that way they allowed 
me to get out there and use what 
I’ve been learning since I was little,” 
Shaw said. 
Although refereeing earns her 
money, she is happier participating.
“(Intramurals) is a good way to 
just have fun outside of work and 
other responsibilities people might 
have,” Shaw said.
Eastern’s intramural sports league 
gives students like Shaw a variety of 
ways to play their favorite sports, no 
matter their skill level.
Kevin Linker has been the direc-
tor for intramurals for 13 years. To 
him, intramurals is not just about 
playing sports, it’s another place on 
campus students can turn for enjoy-
ment.
“Its an extra-curricular activity 
that gives something to do for stu-
dents,” Linker said. “It’s a nice, safe 
recreational outlet that builds leader-
ship skills and helps students to learn 
how to build relationships with oth-
er people.”
The program is geared toward stu-
dents who want to play sports com-
petitively. Different sports and times 
of play are available each semester so 
students can pick the one that best 
fits their schedule.
Rachel Petre, a junior pre-nurs-
ing major, has been involved in soc-
cer since she was young and is a sea-
soned intramurals athlete. She has 
played on intramural teams since 
her freshman year. She has played 
indoor and outdoor soccer and vol-
leyball with the program.
“The object is to have fun and 
not be too competitive,” Petre said. 
“It really gives students an alterna-
tive to going out and partying.”
Her team, the Soccer Moms, 
has had a successful past few sea-
sons. The team is made up of stu-
dents who have experience playing 
soccer, whether in high school or 
junior high, and took the all cam-
pus championship in indoor soccer 
in the spring.
Petre likes the opportunity to 
play but thinks the playing seasons 
are too short for each sport.
“I would like it to be a little lon-
ger,” Petre said. “Kind of hard to do 
that though, because we do what the 
directors and staff decide they would 
like it to be.
“We play two games per week 
and (the directors) say they move up 
(the dates) so we won’t be playing in 
the cold.”
In the past, Petre and her team 
have played in point system games 
for the residence halls category. 
These games were developed in 2002 
to involve residence halls and Greek 
court in intramurals.
Points are awarded to players who 
show up and for winning. The point 
leaders go on to the final four and 
championship.
Linker said these games have 
been more popular with Greek stu-
dents than residence hall students.
The intramural program offers a 
variety of competition styles besides 
the residence hall verses Greek 
games. Linker said intramurals offers 
individual and team based competi-
tion. 
“The individual events cater to 
individual competition,” Linker 
said. 
These individual sports fall under 
the “special events category” and 
include: punt, pass and kick; soc-
cer shootout and powerlifting dur-
ing the fall. Disc golf, weird bowling 
and home run derby will be offered 
in the spring. 
The intramural staff tries to go 
beyond seasonal sports and cater to 
student interest in what they offer. 
“We try to add things when stu-
dents have interest and it is feasible 
and safe,” Linker said. “Meaning if 
there is time, space and funds allow.”
He said the intramural program 
has not picked up sports like lacrosse 
and hockey because they would 
require equipment that would be too 
difficult for the program store.
In the past however, sports like 
these have become registered student 
organizations.
“The main difference between an 
intramural sport and an RSO sport 
is that intramurals are programs that 
run through the Student Recreation 
Center (and are campus funded) 
where RSOs are student funded,” 
Linker said.
For the past 2 years, all registra-
tion has been done online using stu-
dents E-numbers.
Entries usually open a week 
before deadline and two weeks 
before the season starts. Each sport is 
usually played for about three weeks 
before playoffs begin.
Intramurals are not limited to 
students. Linker said faculty and 
staff can also participate and form 
teams as long as the members have 
purchased recreation center mem-
berships.
BreAKDoWn BY seAson
Fall sports:
• Flag football
• Basketball
• Soccer
• Mini Golf
• Bowling
• Volleyball
spring sports:
• Softball
• Ultimate Frisbee
• Disc Golf
• Basketball
• Indoor Kickball
• Foosball Doubles
Students are able 
to play a variety of 
sports year-round
Thumbs up to Apple for com-
ing out with a new iPod. Apple 
added video storage capabilities 
to the Nano. Apple also lowered 
the price of an iPhone, which is a 
thumbs up because lots of college 
students want one but few can  
afford it. Apple continues to provide products that college students love and we 
thank Apple for its clever innovation.
Thumbs up to the Eastern cheerleaders for standing out in the rain for hours 
during the Purdue game without ponchos. (The Purdue cheerleaders weren’t as 
tough and wore ponchos.) We are proud of the cheerleaders’ devotion to East-
ern athletics.
Thumbs up to comedian Pete Holmes for being funny, even when making 
fun of The Daily Eastern News’ McDonald’s headline. 
Holmes brought out more than 300 students to an on-campus event and 
that is a feat within itself.
Thumbs up to University Board for having more events and movies on cam-
pus. However, thumbs down to for the Eastern calender for being wrong. It 
listed the showing of “Knocked Up” as being in Buzzard Hall at 8 p.m. both 
Friday and Saturday. It was actually in Lumpkin. Pivotal plot points were 
missed by students who thought it was in Buzzard. Shame on you calendar. 
Thumbs up for recycled paper. Especially the sheet the Purdue Media Park-
ing pass was printed on. The press passes Eastern hands out to media do not say 
if they are printed on recycled paper. Save the trees, recycle at Eastern!
Thumbs up to more minority and international students enrolling at East-
ern. Minority enrollment is up from 1,408 last year to 1,488 this year. Interna-
tional student enrollment increased from 151 to 185. These students have dif-
ferent life experiences and they bring diversity to campus, which is beneficial to 
the higher educational learning process of every student.
Thumbs up to University Housing and Dining Services for adding eight 
HBO channels to the residence hall television programming line up without 
raising housing costs for students and for keeping the campus movie channel 
with monthly themed movies, such as those for Latino Heritage Month. We 
like our movies.
Thumbs down to Eastern for emailing out a daily list of activities that lacks 
information and organization. The emails clog up student accounts and are not 
in chronological order. If the emails are supposed to help students keep track 
of events, chronological order would be best. In fairness, the emails did say that 
“Knocked Up” had been moved from Buzzard, but did not match the calendar. 
Who should Eastern students believe? A calendar or an email? 
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Dress code 
big mess at 
Illinois State
By Dan Frederking
(U-WIRE) NORMAL – The newly 
implemented dress code that requires 
marketing students to wear business 
casual attire has been a popular topic of 
discussion lately.
Along with the Daily Vidette covering 
the situation, the rest of Illinois has picked 
up on the story. The Pantagraph, Chicago 
Tribune, the Peoria Journal Star and the 
Chicago Sun-Times have all reported on 
this issue.
I went home to southern Illinois 
over this Labor Day weekend thinking I 
wouldn’t have the news follow me, but it 
was unavoidable.
I met with my good friend Bob 
Skorczewski on Saturday night. 
Skorczewski happens to be the Student 
Government Association President at 
the University of Illinois at Springfield. 
It didn’t take him long to bring up this 
topic, which has been disturbing him ever 
since he originally heard the news.
Understandingly, this new 
development here at ISU has pushed his 
buttons.
With tuition and fees going up for 
education every year, the last thing every 
student needs is another hit to their 
finances.
Then this dress code arises, forcing 
students to spend more money on clothes 
specifically to wear to class. It is just 
another expense that is not on the sticker 
price of the course.
You might say, “Well these students 
will be needing these clothes for their 
future jobs anyway; might as well get 
them now.”
Really? Is that completely true? Will 
every one of these students be needing 
these clothes?
Another detail that Skorczewski 
pointed out in our conversation was the 
fact that this dress code leads students 
to believe that all businesses are equal, 
that all will require a formal dress. This is 
not necessarily true. Different jobs have 
different standards.
So these extra fees are a hassle, but 
what sort of effects might they have on 
the business community as a whole?
It is not out of the question to think 
that this might discourage low-income 
(or maybe even higher-income) students 
from going into business. It would be a 
complete shame for something like this 
to happen just because of a dress code in 
college.
Being told what to wear to class is an 
inconvenience. Think, for instance, about 
a student who must travel straight from 
their place of work to class. There might 
be a specific uniform that is required 
at work and students are now forced to 
make a quick change into the clothes that 
they have been dragging along with them.
It is a right for college students to be 
able to dress the way they please when 
attending class. That is straight out of 
our SGA constitution, Article 1, Section 
1, Letter J. We have “the right to be free 
from any mandatory dress code.”
Check it out for yourself at sga.ilstu.
edu.
It is rare to see something like this 
happening at a public university. This is 
a place where the school shouldn’t have 
such a strong control over the students. 
Here we are, though.
So the news is spreading. The SGA is 
looking into the matter and attempting to 
gain students’ opinions on the code. Once 
this is concluded, they will decide on the 
appropriate action.
COLUMN |  OUTSIDE VIEWS
STAFF EDITORIAL
Thumbs up to Apple
Thumbs down to emails
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Photo by MCTDirect
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By Ted Hamilton
(U-WIRE) KENT, Ohio – You get 
annoyed by them every day: cell phone 
addicts.
As soon as class ends they are 
whipping it out before they even reach 
the door. 
They are texting or calling friends to 
see what they can remember from last 
night. Checking their email and surfing 
the Web. 
Our society has started to become 
hopelessly addicted.
According to foxnews.com, in 2003, 
one professor gave his 220 students a 
simple homework assignment – turn 
off your cell phones for 72 hours.
People who use them so often are 
actually becoming addicted to them. 
Studies suggest that when they go 
without their cell phones, they feel 
more stressed and insecure.
Getting depressed because you can 
not call someone as soon as you walk 
out of class? 
Come on America.
People are using them so much they 
get injuries from them. 
They have not yet been linked to 
cancer, but users have strained their 
eyes and developed problems with their 
thumbs. 
If my thumb begins to hurt because 
of how much I text, I think I might 
have to question my priorities.
That is not even mentioning car 
accidents. “Chatty Kathys” who can 
not stop talking to their friends cause 
one in 20 car crashes, cbsnews.com 
reports.
 They estimate more than 2,500 
people are killed and 330,000 injured 
each year because of drivers using 
phones. 
Some researchers equate it with 
driving drunk because users are not 
paying attention to the road.
Radiation from cell phones was 
focused on rats in a study published in 
Environmental Health Perspectives. 
The control group experienced no 
change, but the experimental group had 
a protein that is a major component 
in blood plasma leaking from parts of 
their brain.
In other words, cell phone radiation 
made their brains leak.
America’s 
newest 
addiction
EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion 
of the DEN editorial board. Reach the 
opinions editor at:
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Students ‘disappointed’ with Doudna incomplete
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Dr. Gandolfi
Every th ing  F ree
at Gandolfi Chiropractic
Welcome Back!
To welcome you back for another great year, we are offering to perform 
our services on your first visit absolutely free with this certificate
First Visit Includes:
Consultation
Chiropractic Exam
Report of Findings
First Adjustment
Call Now 345-4065
Gandolfi Chiropractic
2115 18th St.
Charleston
Expiration Date:           9/30/07
First Visit Free
    Including
1st Adjustment
It’s time for school and 
it’s time to
A d v e r t i s e !
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By Sara Cuadrado
University Reporter
Doug Bock simply joined for 
fun.
“It’s something to do on a Mon-
day night,” said the communica-
tions studies professor.
Bock goes to the University 
Union Bowling Alley of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
every Monday night to compete 
against fellow faculty and students 
in bowling.
Bock started playing 20 years 
ago after a friend lost a teammate, 
and he has not stopped since.
Today is the opening day of the 
season for the league. The teams 
will play every Monday at 6:45 
from now until the end of March, 
with the exception of school holi-
days. 
Each team must have four peo-
ple and no more than eight. Only 
four are allowed to bowl each week. 
This night out for faculty and staff 
only costs $5 per week. The cost 
includes shoe rental.
Bock said their ranking has 
changed through the years, but 
through it all, they have remained 
very competitive.
“We’ve been first seven or eight 
times, and then sometimes we fin-
ished in the basement,” said Bock.
Tim Taflinger, manager of the 
Union Bowling Alley, said they are 
just trying to get the word out to 
get more people in the league. They 
advertise in the Daily Eastern News 
and the faculty and staff newsletter 
to bring attention to the league.  
Last year, the league had sev-
en teams with 28 people bowling. 
Taflinger said they are always trying 
to get more teams.
The league has been around 
since the bowling alley opened in 
1967.  
At the end of each season, the 
league puts together a banquet for 
the teams.
The winning team brings home 
the trophy at the end of the season.
Bowling league 
enters 40th year
League brings faculty 
and students together 
every Monday night
Now with Doudna well into its 
construction phase, students and 
staff seem all the more anxious to 
get into the new facility and leave 
art park behind.
“I think that they do a fairly 
good job with the resources that 
they have,” said senior art major 
Brian Wolf. “Overall it’s a nice 
place, but in the shadow of Doud-
na, you can’t even compare the 
two.”
In addition to temperature con-
trol, common complaints about art 
park include the temporary walls 
that don’t reach the ceiling, allow-
ing for noise to carry throughout 
the building.
“It’s just a very difficult build-
ing to teach in,” said Mary Leon-
ard-Cravens, graphic design pro-
fessor who has trouble using a pro-
jector for demonstrations in class 
because of the lighting. 
The distance between Art Park 
West and campus is another com-
plaint of both professors and stu-
dents. 
“We got disconnected from our 
colleagues,” said Dwain Naragon, 
who has taught ceramics at Eastern 
for 13 years.
The art history and art educa-
tion courses stayed behind after the 
move, causing some separation in 
the department. 
“It’ll be nice to get everybody 
back together again,“ Naragon 
said. 
 Class attendance has also been 
negatively affected by the art stu-
dio’s location.
“As a sophomore, I did not have 
a car and the bus schedule is an 
approximation, so I was frequent-
ly late to class. Sometimes when 
you’re not in the mood to go, the 
obstacle of getting there is a big 
hindrance,” Wolf said.
Senior art major Kyla Nance 
does not really mind the separa-
tion between campus and art park 
because she lives off campus, but 
she does have a problem with the 
hours art park is open.
The building is not open 24 
hours as art studios have been in 
the past because it is off campus.
She is looking forward to mov-
ing her art back to campus to share 
it with other students and faculty 
who do not usually get to see it. 
“We make it to share with other 
people,” she said.
The new building should pro-
vide more display space for artwork 
than the temporary hallways in Art 
Park West provide. 
Despite the problems Nance 
and Wolf have encountered in the 
temporary space, neither feels their 
educations were negatively affect-
ed.  
“Every once in a while we’ll 
complain (about little things) but 
we realize too that it has worked 
out,” Nance said. “Other buildings 
have their own issues too.” 
“It’s kind of a joke, we’re get-
ting our degrees in a grocery store,” 
Wolf said. “But do I feel like my 
education has necessarily suffered 
because of the facility? No.” 
Now entering its fifth year of 
use, Leonard-Cravens said she sees 
that some students lament the fact 
that they spent their career at East-
ern in the temporary facility.
“They’re disappointed that 
they’re not going to get into the 
new building,” she said.  
Hild said there has been a 
decline in art majors since classes 
were moved to art park, although 
it hasn’t been significant. 
Naragon recognizes some incon-
veniences in the temporary space, 
but said it wasn’t all bad because 
he actually has more space to work 
in now than he did previously on 
campus.
“I think the university made a 
decent attempt to make this some-
thing we could live with while we’re 
in a temporary space,” he said. “It’s 
not the ideal situation, but it served 
its purpose for the time that we’ve 
been here.” 
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The Associated Press
CHICAGO — John Terrell con-
sidered the severed head of a New 
Zealand native an inappropriate dis-
play piece, so the then assistant Field 
Museum curator carefully lifted it 
from a glass case and placed it in 
storage away from public view.
More than 35 years after that bid 
to provide some semblance of digni-
ty to the deceased, the disembodied 
Maori head – face tattooed and hair 
intact – is being returned to New 
Zealand along with bones from at 
least 13 other individuals.
The repatriation makes The Field 
Museum one of the first major U.S. 
museums to return Maori remains, 
many of which Westerners collect-
ed when Maori offered mummified 
heads of deceased loved ones in grisly 
exchanges for guns and other goods.
Terrell and another official from 
the downtown Chicago museum, 
which held the human remains for 
decades, were due to formally hand 
over their collection at a Monday 
ceremony in Wellington, the capital 
of the Pacific island nation.
“This is, in a sense, a very fami-
ly funeral,” Terrell, now the 65-year-
old curator of Pacific anthropolo-
gy at The Field Museum, said before 
accompanying the remains on a 
flight to New Zealand. “It’s delicate. 
... It’s very emotional.”
A Maori delegation arrived in 
Chicago this week to privately pre-
pare the more than century-old 
remains for the journey to New Zea-
land, including by reciting tradition-
al prayers over the remains in the 
vowel-laden language of the Maori 
– a Polynesian people who make up 
15 percent of New Zealand’s 4 mil-
lion population.
“It was speaking to the ancestors as 
if they were alive saying, ‘We’re here to 
take care of you, to take you home,’” 
explained Arapata Hakiwai, one of the 
Maori who came to Chicago. 
Maori activists have urged muse-
ums worldwide for years to relin-
quish such human relics, saying it’s 
a matter of showing respect to the 
dead and to the Maori.
Hakiwai said museums outside 
New Zealand were under a moral, 
if not a legal obligation to return the 
remains.
“The question is – is it appropri-
ate for them to hold native remains?” 
he said. “I don’t think it is.”
The haunting quality of the well-
preserved heads, known as “moko-
mokai,” once made them highly 
prized by Europeans.
Until the 1800s, many Mao-
ri mummified the heads of deceased 
loved ones by drying them, then kept 
them at home; some have their eyes 
opened and lips drawn back form-
ing a macabre grin, their faces cov-
ered in tattoos. As contact with out-
siders increased, some Maori offered 
them in trade.
The Field Museum’s head, pur-
chased in 1958 from a private collec-
tor, was likely first obtained in this 
lucrative if chilling manner, Terrell 
said. The museum bought the bones 
in 1893 from a scientific supply 
house in New York and its research-
ers once used them to compare the 
features of different native peoples.
Tattooed head, bones returned to Maori
Field Museum gives 
artifacts back to 
New Zealand natives
The Associated Press
Man files lawsuit after 
monster truck accident
DEKALB – An Aurora man was 
injured when a monster truck 
plowed into a crowd of onlookers 
is suing the truck’s driver, along 
with NAPA Auto Parts, which 
sponsored the event.
Attorney Stephan Blandin 
said his client is seeking at least 
$50,000 in damages for the 
August incident that injured nine 
people.
A lawyer who represents the 
truck’s driver says the man 
wasn’t taken to a hospital when 
the truck lost control while 
performing on a DeKalb street.
Blandin says Hessler was treated 
later for a knee injury and needs 
surgery.
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Expected to file court 
documents in case 
that has jeopardized 
Senate career
NATION brIefs
The Associated Press
Commander to counter 
Iraq report’s conclusions
WASHINGTON — In vertical bars of 
blue, green, gray and red, a briefing 
chart prepared by the Defense 
Intelligence Agency says what Gen. 
David Petraeus won’t.
Insurgent attacks against Iraqi 
civilians, their security forces and U.S. 
troops remain high, according to the 
document obtained by The Associated 
Press. It is a conclusion that the well 
regarded Army officer who is the top 
U.S. commander in Iraq is expected 
to try to counter when he and Ryan 
Crocker, the U.S. ambassador in 
Baghdad, testify before Congress on 
Monday and Tuesday.
Adviser calls bin Laden’s 
power ‘virtually impotent’
WASHINGTON — Seemingly taunting 
Osama bin Laden, President Bush’s 
homeland security adviser said Sunday 
the fugitive al-Qaida leader is “virtually 
impotent” beyond his ability to hide 
away and spread anti-American 
propaganda.
The characterization came just days 
after bin Laden attracted international 
attention with the release of a video 
in which he ridicules President Bush 
about the Iraq war and reminds the 
world that he has not been captured.
Ahead of the sixth anniversary of the 
Sept. 11 terrorist strikes, White House 
aide Frances Fragos Townsend made a 
clear attempt to diminish the influence 
of the man who led the attacks.
“This is about the best he can do,” 
Townsend said of bin Laden. “This is 
a man on a run, from a cave, who’s 
virtually impotent other than these 
tapes.”
Missing student’s body 
found at bottom of cliff
PROVO, Utah — The body of a 
Brigham Young University student 
missing for more than a week was 
found in a canyon Sunday, authorities 
said, and investigators were trying to 
determine how she fell to her death. 
The body of Camille Cleverley, 22, 
was found at the base of a 200-foot 
cliff east of Bridal Veil Falls in Provo 
Canyon, said Utah County Sheriff 
James O. Tracy.
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The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Sen. Lar-
ry Craig will file court documents 
today asking to withdraw his guilty 
plea in a sex sting that seems likely 
to end his career, his attorney said.
Craig, Idaho-R, pleaded guilty 
in August to disorderly conduct 
following a sting operation in a 
men’s bathroom at the Minneapo-
lis airport.
He has said he regrets that deci-
sion, which he said he made hasti-
ly and without talking to an attor-
ney.
He said he was under stress and 
pleaded guilty only to put the mat-
ter behind him.
Attorney William Martin said 
Sunday night that a request to 
withdraw that plea would be filed 
Monday.
Such requests are rarely grant-
ed. Martin would not discuss the 
argument he planned to make in 
court.
Martin said he was not involved 
in discussions about Craig’s future 
in the Senate.
Craig originally announced 
he would resign at the end of the 
month, then said he was reconsid-
ering that decision.
His chief spokesman later said 
Craig had dropped virtually all 
notions of trying to finish his third 
term.
“My job is to get him back to 
where he was before his rights were 
taken away,” Martin said.
Craig’s congressional spokesman 
has said the only way that Craig is 
likely to remain in the Senate is if 
a court moves quickly to overturn 
the conviction, something that is 
unlikely to happen before the end 
of the month.
But Judy Smith, a spokeswom-
an for Craig’s legal team, said the 
lawyers are focused only on the 
Minnesota case, not political out-
comes.
Many Republicans have urged 
Craig to say for sure that he will 
resign.
That would spare the party an 
ethics dilemma and the embarrass-
ment of dealing with a colleague 
who had been stripped of his com-
mittee leadership posts.
It also would negate the need 
for a Senate ethics committee 
investigation, which GOP leaders 
had requested.
If Craig succeeds in undoing his 
plea, he would likely try to have 
the charges dismissed to avoid an 
embarrassing trial.
A police report alleged that 
Craig had solicited sex from a male 
officer at the Minneapolis airport 
in June.
Craig to rescind guilty plea 
4 bedroom house close to 
campus. Washer/dryer and AC. 
No pets. Call 217-549-2060. 
Boys please.
______________________9/10
3 bedroom house close to 
campus. Washer/dryer and AC. 
No pets. Call 217-549-2060. 
Girls please.
______________________9/10
1 bedroom apartment available 
Fall 07’. $350/month heat,water 
and trash included. Call 897-
6266 or 898-9143
______________________9/11
Check out Unique Properties 
Apartments. Close to campus 
and fully furnished. Still rooms 
available for Fall & Spring, 6 
locations to choose from. Check 
us out on the web at www.
unique-properties.net  (217)345-
5022
______________________10/5
Efficiency. Close to campus. 
$325/month. All utilities included. 
Males only. No pets. No smoking. 
345-3232 days.
_______________________ 00
FOR RENT: Single Apt., 
Charleston Square, $350/MO. 
Includes gas, water, trash. Dave 
345-2171 (9AM-11AM)
_______________________ 00
COASTAL PROPERTIES 
AVAILABLE, GREAT LOCATION: 
1108 AND 1114 4TH STREET. 
S T O V E / R E F R I G E R A T O R 
INCLUDED, TRASH IS 
INCLUDED. 2 BEDROOMS. 
REASONABLE RATES. PLEASE 
CALL 217-345-5088
_______________________ 00
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWN 
HOMES FOR RENT. 3 OR 4 
BR, 2 1/2 BATHS, TRASH AND 
PARKING INCLUDED, FOR 
$275/EACH. 348-5427
_______________________ 00
Priced to rent: 3 BR apt. for 2 or 
3, trash paid, security deposit 
and lease required. SEMESTER 
LEASE POSSIBLE. No pets. 348-
8305
_______________________ 00
LOOKING FOR something 
different? We have some 1,2&3 
bedroom apts that fit the bill. 
Modern,attractive,away from EIU 
traffic. Dishwashers,laundry,A/
C. Williams Rentals 345-7286
_______________________ 00
OLD MAIN IS IN THE BACK 
YARD: 4 BR 2 Bath Duplex at 
1520 9th St. $350/person. Stove, 
refrig., micro., dishwasher, W/D. 
Ph. 348-7746
_______________________ 00
2 BR APARTMENTS at 2001 
S. 12th St. or 1305 18th St. 
$240 each roommate with 2 
residents. Trash paid. Call 348-
7746 for appointment. www.
CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 00
PERFECT FOR FACULTY OR 
GRAD STUDENTS: 2 BR 
Duplex on C St. Quiet cul-de-
sac with stove, refrig., micro., 
dishwasher, W/D. $750/
MO. Ph. 348-7746 www.
CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________________ 00
AVAIL IMMEDIATELY large apt, 
1 or 2 person Central air, w/d, 
garage. No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_______________________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353.
_______________________ 00
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD 
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND 
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with 
furnished leather furniture. 10 
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or 
273-2048.
_______________________ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 07- 
1,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great 
locations,some include wireless 
internet. Call for details 345-
7286
_______________________ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom 
houses $450/per person. All 
utilities included.345-1400
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07 - ‘08. 1426 9TH ST. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF 
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND 
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS. 
348-8305.
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07-’08; 1,2&3 BR.. APTS. 
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED. 
PLENTY OF OFF STREET 
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. 
APTS.. CALL 345-1266.
_______________________ 00
PRICE REDUCED -- $600 a 
month!!! BRITTANY RIDGE -- 
RENTING FOR 07-08 SCHOOL 
YEAR.  4 BEDROOMS 2.5 
BATH.  UNIT HAS REF./STOVE, 
AND W/D INCLUDED.  UP TO 
5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE. CALL 
217-234-RENT.
_______________________ 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind 
Subway):  3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath. 
As low as $260 per/person. 
Underground Parking. 345-0936
_______________________ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395.
_______________________ 00
Brand New Driftwood Apt. 
for Rent! 2 BR, W/D included, 
privacy deck. $550/MO, 1 year 
lease. 276-4509
_______________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash 
and parking included. Great 
location. Call 217-345-2363. 
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom apartments close to 
campus. Quiet area. No pets. Call 
345-7008
_______________________ 00
1 BR,2 BR, extra large apartments, 
partially furnished.  Available May 
16.  Ideal for couples.  Located at 
741-745 6th St.  Rent $360-$410 
per apartment.  Water and trash 
paid. Cat OK!  Call 581-7729 or 
345-6127.
_______________________ 00
1521 2nd, 6 bedroom; 1836 11th, 
5 bedroom; 1621 12th, 2 bedroom. 
All houses south of Lincoln with 
A/C & W/D. 549-3273
_______________________ 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395.
_______________________ 00
3 BR house at 1615 12th St. 1 
Bath, refrigerator, stove, and 
dishwasher. $900/MO. Available 
now. Sanders & Co., 234-RENT
_______________________ 00
Available July 1st: 2 BR house 
for 1 or 2 people. Water and 
trash included, off street parking, 
central air, lawn care and snow 
removal provided. $500/MO. 
Buchanan St. Apt., 345-1266
_______________________ 00
Efficiency.  Close to campus. 
$325/month.  All utilities 
included.  Males only.  No pets. 
No smoking.  345-3232 days.
_______________________ 00
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY:3-5 
BR HOUSES,1075 9TH ST. OR 
1607 UNIVERSITY. CONTACT 
US AT 345-6210 FOR A 
VIEWING.
_______________________ 00
NOW SHOWING FOR 
08’-09! 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 BR 
APARTMENTS,DUPLEXES AND 
HOUSES. CONTACT US AT 345-
6210 FOR YOUR ADVANCED 
SHOWING, OR VISIT US AT 
WWW.eiprops.com
_______________________ 00
We pay up to $75 per online 
survey. www.CashToSpend.com
______________________9/28
!Bartending! Up to $250/day. No 
experience necessary, training 
provided. 1-800-965-6520 ext. 
239
_____________________12/10
CHARLESTION LUMBER IS 
HIRING!!  IF YOU HAVE 
WORKED AT A HOME CENTER 
OR LUMBERYARD PLEASE 
APPLY.  APPLICANT MUST 
HAVE A VALID DRIVERS 
LICENSE AND BE WILLING 
TO UPGRADE TO CLASS “C” 
LICENSE.  PLEASE APPLY AT 202 
6TH ST. N0 PHONE CALLS.
______________________9/14 
Rockome Gardens is looking 
for energetic, fun, reliable wait 
staff. Busers, cashiers, rovers 
for a new restaurant concept. 
Personality is a plus. Please 
apply in person Mon. - Sat. 11am 
- 5pm at the Rockome Gardens 
Administration Office, Arcola, 
Illinois.
______________________9/21
1998 Honda CBR F3. New 
tires and brakes, $3300 OBO. 
Brandon, 618-267-1735
______________________9/10
Country Lot in Town. 1+ acre 
on Douglas St. All city utilities, 
private, mature trees. One large 
lot or divide into 3 lots. $57,500. 
348-6011
______________________9/14
Sublessor needed for house on 
Jackson Ave. $225 a month plus 
one third of utilities. Call 217-
218-0495 for more info.
______________________9/11
Female sublessor needed Sept. 
2007 - August 2008. $400/month 
plus utilities. Washer/dryer/
dishwasher and central heating 
and air. Small dogs allowed. 
Please call Casey at 630-290-
6648.
______________________9/21
Student Classified Rates
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
581-2812
9-4 M-F
Classified Advertising Rates
Monthly Online classified advertising 
available 
@ www.dennews.com
$10$10
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weird from the wire
By emily Zulz
Staff reporter
Raindrops kept falling on the 
Black Student Union’s barbecue Sat-
urday afternoon. 
BSU President Charrell Barks-
dale said as long as it didn’t rain 
before the event people would 
come.
Unfortunately for Barksdale, it 
did rain and not many people ven-
tured out to support BSU.
The barbecue was supposed to 
be held outside in the African Cul-
ture Center parking lot from 2-6 
p.m. but was forced inside.
Barksdale said if it was the rain 
that was making their decision to 
come, people probably would not 
come, unless they really wanted to 
support BSU. 
Quentin Frazier was one of those 
people that came to support the 
group. 
“I wanted to come out and sup-
port because I’m a former vice pres-
ident of BSU,” he said. 
Frazier, a junior social science 
major, said he was going to attend 
regardless of the weather. 
“I think that if your mind is real-
ly set on something it shouldn’t be 
affected by weather,” Frazier said. 
There was music, cards, TV and 
Barksdale had hot dogs and ham-
burgers catered for the event. 
Barksdale said she told the cater-
er to feed approximately 100 peo-
ple but was expecting less than that 
because of the weather.
About 20 people braved the rain 
to support BSU’s barbeque. 
Frazier said the weather was “nas-
ty and ugly.”
“Most people don’t like it when 
it rains,” he said.
However, the rain did not stop 
Carlnice Robinson from coming.
“I had some cute new rain boots 
I wanted to show off anyways,” the 
junior communications major said. 
Robinson said she had an OK 
time but would have had more fun 
it more people had come.
Barksdale was also disappoint-
ed with the outcome of the barbe-
cue and the fact that not many peo-
ple came.
“I think definitely the rain had 
an effect,” said Barksdale.
rain dampens BBQ
Jars of dead snakes, birds 
found in luggage
ATLANTA – Airport security 
officers are used to finding strange 
critters while screening luggage, 
they just don’t encounter the kind 
that have venom too often.
A man flying into Hartsfield-
Jackson Atlanta International Air-
port from South Korea recently 
packed 30 dead snakes in jars and 
bottles inside boxes he checked as 
luggage, said Jon Allen, spokes-
man for the Transportation Securi-
ty Administration.
Even though the creatures were 
lifeless, screeners took extra precau-
tions because U.S. Fish and Wild-
life officers warned that some of the 
snakes could still contain venom, 
Allen said.
A dead bird and pieces of several 
other birds also were in the passen-
ger’s boxes aboard the Korean Air 
flight on Aug. 15, officials said.
The passenger, whose name has 
not been released, faces possible 
fines. Federal wildlife officials are 
investigating.
Allen said he has no idea what 
the passenger intended to do with 
the creatures.
Japan’s Yosuke retains air 
guitar championship
OULU, Finland – A Japanese 
man out-”played” challengers to 
win the Air Guitar World Champi-
onship for the second consecutive 
year at a contest in northern Fin-
land.
Ochi Yosuke received the highest 
score from a panel of judges in the 
final late Friday at the Teatria rock 
club in Oulu, near the Arctic Circle.
Apart from the glory, he received 
a custom-made Flying Finn electric 
guitar worth $3,400.
The talent on display was variable 
at best. The surprise of the qualifying 
round was Oulu native Hilkka “Gore 
Kitty” Suvanto, who has twice before 
scored the lowest points ever in that 
round but now achieved a perfect six 
from many of the judges.
However, it was Ochi who 
impressed the judges the most in 
the final showdown, ahead of Guil-
laume “Moche Pitt” de Tonquedec, 
of France, and Austria’s Max “Herr 
Jaquelin” Heller.
“It’s great. We’ve seen all the 
nations, united nations, ‘rocking 
on the free world’ and that’s good, 
that’s great,” de Tonquedec said.
man charged with 
impersonating fireman
HUNTINGTON BEACH, 
Calif. – James Campbell seemed to 
relish being a firefighter, showing 
up in uniform at the World Trade 
Center, train wrecks, the aftermaths 
of hurricanes including Katrina and 
wildfires.
He even posed for his driv-
er’s license photo in a Los Angeles 
County firefighter’s uniform.
The problem is, authorities say, 
he was never a firefighter.
Police arrested Campbell on Fri-
day on suspicion of impersonating 
a firefighter, possession of stolen 
property and being a felon in pos-
session of firearms.
The Associated Press
Man brings snakes on a plane
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get fuzzy | by darby conley 
pearls before swine | by stephan pastis
On Sunday, the Kangaroos 
had a couple of chances in the 
second half to record a goal, 
but were denied by the Pan-
thers’ defense.
Eastern defenders cleared a 
ball off the goal line in the 51st 
minute. 
Howarth said the defense 
had met its goal. He said the 
team wanted two shutouts. 
Eastern did that.
The Panthers have not 
allowed in goal in three straight 
games.
Howarth said the team was 
successful Sunday shutting 
down UMKC (3-1) forwards 
junior Brian Harris and fresh-
man John Sosa. The Panthers 
limited the two to one shot 
each.
“Everyone stepped up,” 
junior goalkeeper Mark Han-
sen said. “The competition was 
a lot better, which led to clos-
er games.”
Hansen’s play in the tourna-
ment earned him a spot on the 
all-tournament team.
 “We are getting into the 
rhythm,” Howarth said. “Our 
guys go out there and grind out 
victories.”
Eastern’s defense steps 
up in pair of shutouts
Soccer, from page 12
Here is a team on campus 
that is talented, yet they get lit-
tle attention. 
The bleachers were only half-
filled.
They have a lot of skilled 
players that can make a play at 
any moment. They have stars 
on their team and these players 
are people who can, and proba-
bly should, be followed.
For example, sophomore 
wing Samantha Manto scored 6 
trys this past weekend. She has 
scored 30 points herself in two 
consecutive weeks.
Even as blowouts, these 
games are exciting, well at least 
from an Eastern student angle.
But that should change 
soon, considering the history 
about to take place this coming 
weekend. Eastern will host the 
first-ever NCAA rugby match 
against Division II West Ches-
ter.
Being in attendance at this 
game will truly be something to 
reflect upon – this is real histo-
ry in the making here and they 
are not even charging spectators 
to watch. And it’s right on cam-
pus, barely a 10-minute walk 
for most students on campus. 
It’s not really being talked about 
all that much and it should be. I 
wouldn’t doubt that they might 
make a made-for-TV movie 
based off this event.
Laugh now, but crazier 
things have happened, I mean, 
there’s a feel good sports film 
made just about every year and 
this looks like a prime candi-
date.
This has been a match near-
ly 10 years in the making. Head 
coach Frank Graziano has been 
coaching here for nine years and 
he has been doing all he can to 
ensure that this event happens. 
The match will be held here at 
Lakeside Field at 1 p.m. But 
if the history angle does little 
for you, consider this. They’re 
good. Really good. If you have 
any interest at all in seeing a 
team go full-out for 80 min-
utes, then start paying attention 
to the rugby team.
Talented team 
gets little attention
Eastern men’s fall golf season 
was shortened by the weather 
on Saturday morning. 
Afternoon rain and light-
ing limited the Panthers to one 
round.
Eastern finished eighth of 16 
teams with a first-round score 
of 305 at the Purdue Shootout 
at the Kampen Course in West 
Lafayette, Ind. 
Michigan won the team title 
with 293 strokes and won a on 
a tie-breaker with the fifth golf-
er against Bowling Green. Kent 
State finished third 296 strokes. 
Host Purdue finished fourth 
with 302 strokes. Fellow Ohio 
Valley Conference member, 
Murray State finished seventh 
with 304 strokes. 
Eastern’s Matt Davis finished 
17th finished with 75 strokes.
 Matt Imburgia tied for 18th 
with 76 strokes. 
Mike Imburgia and Matt 
Bird were tied for 28th with 
rounds of 77.
 
panthers compete at 
bradley invitational
Eastern women’s tennis trav-
eled to Peoria this weekend and 
competed at the Bradley Invita-
tional. 
Sophomore Hayley Hom-
burg and junior Natalie Mar-
tin won the Flight “A” doubles 
competition won 8-4. 
Senior Sandra Sasidharan 
and freshman Abby Allgire took 
third in the Flight “B” doubles 
competition 8-1. 
Homburg finished second in 
the Flight “B” singles competi-
tion. 
Freshman Abby Allgire fin-
ished fourth in the same cate-
gory. 
Freshman Cara Huck took 
tenth place, also in Flight “B” 
singles. 
Huck and sophomore Car-
rie Larson took seventh place in 
the the Flight “B” doubles com-
petition 8-0.
panther briefs
Men’s golf team 
finishes eighth at 
purdue shootout
Tedder, from page 12
across
  1 Old ___ tale
  6 Fiction’s 
opposite
10  Two-wheeler
14  Novelist Zola
15  “Are you ___ 
out?”
16  Luau 
instruments, 
informally
17  Wee
18  Cost of an old 
phone call
19  Check for a 
landlord
20  Game 
equipment for an 
old sitcom star?
23  Son of Seth
24  Organic salt
25  Greek T
28  ___ Kippur
29  Chem. or biol.
30  Captains of 
industry
32  Sudden 
outpouring
34  Mark in “piñata”
35  Game location 
for an actress?
38  Major mix-up
40  Deflect, as 
comments
41  IBM/Apple 
product starting 
in the early ’90s
44  Pull tab site
45  Pinup’s leg
48  Product pitches
49  Carved, as an 
image
51  Florence’s river
52  Game site for a 
popular singer?
54  Plastic building 
block
57  Mélange
58  When repeated, 
classic song 
with the lyric 
“Me gotta go”
59  Rainbow 
goddess
60  Pasta sauce 
first sold in 1937
61  Ponders
62  Like some Steve 
Martin humor
63  “___ It 
Romantic?”
64  “Give it ___!” 
(“Quit harping!”)
down
  1 Actor Snipes of 
“Blade”
  2 Prefix with 
suppressive
  3 Owner of MTV 
and BET
  4 New York 
Harbor’s ___ 
Island
  5 Order in a bear 
market
  6 Faithfulness
  7 Licoricelike 
flavor
  8 Hand-to-hand 
fighting
  9 8-Down ender
10  Singer Ives
11  “I Like ___” 
(old campaign 
slogan)
12  Barbie’s doll 
partner
13  Inexact fig.
21  Train that 
makes all stops
22  Speaker’s spot
25  Spilled the 
beans
26  &
27  “It’s no ___!” 
(cry of despair)
29  Go all out
31  Like a 
mechanic’s 
hands
32  Ump’s call with 
outstretched 
arms
33  Paranormal 
ability
35  Tools with teeth
36  Wasn’t turned 
inward
37  Tehran native
38  Place for a mud 
bath
39  Doze (off)
42  A ___ (kind of 
reasoning)
43  Maria of the Met
45  Bellyache
46  “___ Song” 
(John Denver 
#1 hit)
47  Not given to 
self-promotion
50  Winston 
Churchill 
flashed it
51  Love of one’s 
life
52  Inquisitive
53  ___ mater
54  Gossipy Smith
55  Pitcher’s stat.
56  Beefeater 
product
Puzzle by Elizabeth A. Long
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
H A D D I B S S T A P L E R
O N E O C A T P A L E A L E
T A T T E R Y A R B O R E D
T H E E D G E S T E P D A D
E E N S I E A R L E N E
S I T O N I T E N T E R O N
T M E N N A I L S S S R S
B O G
N I L S E O S I N M O S H
O N A T E A R N O T A L I E
W A G I N G N I K O L A
W R A N G L E C H E E R E D
H U S K I E R L E S S O N S
A S S E N T S A R T I S T E
T H E R E S T R O O T O U T
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
32 33 34
35 36 37
38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47
48 49 50 51
52 53
54 55 56 57 58
59 60 61
62 63 64
answer to PreVioUs PUZZle
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0730
nfl | roUndUPs
The Associated Press
SAN DIEGO — LaDainian Tom-
linson and San Diego finally took con-
trol of a sloppy season opener. 
The reigning NFL MVP throwing 
for one touchdown and rushing for 
another in a 14-3 win against Chicago.
The Bears, who topped the NFC 
last year at 13-3 before losing in the 
Super Bowl to Indianapolis, were noth-
ing short of brutal with four turnovers. 
Two of them set up the game’s only 
two touchdowns.
The Chargers had two turnovers 
and allowed three sacks. 
Still, Norv Turner came away a 
winner in his debut as Chargers head 
coach, raising his overall head coaching 
record with three teams to 59-82-1.
Tomlinson threw a 17-yard TD pass 
to All-Pro tight end Antonio Gates 
with 45 seconds left in the third quar-
ter, then scored on a 7-yard run with 
9:09 left to play.
smith helps panthers in win 
against the rams
ST. LOUIS — Steve Smith out-
sprinted Tye Hill on a 68-yard catch 
for the go-ahead play in Carolina’s 27-
13 win against St. Louis. 
As Smith eased into the end zone, 
Hill stumbled and then slid on his 
stomach for several yards. Smith had 
seven catches for 118 yards.
The Rams’ decision to give featured 
back Steven Jackson the preseason off 
backfired. Jackson lost two fumbles on 
consecutive carries in the third quarter, 
equaling his season total from last sea-
son. The first fumble negated a scoring 
opportunity, with Julius Peppers recov-
ering at the Carolina 26. The Rams’ 
defense saved Jackson on the second 
fumble, with hits by Brandon Chillar 
and Corey Chavous stripping DeShaun 
Foster at the St. Louis 3.
Tomlinson takes care of the Bears
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things up 
with 
advertising
581-2816
Your business 
by advertising 
in the DEN!
Wi t h  t h e  w a r m e r 
w e a t h e r  o u t s i d e . . . . 
581.2816
HEAT  UP
 University
    Union
BOWLING
  LANES
  Phone
581-7457
                   FALL 
       BOWLING LEAGUES
Mon 9:00pm Coed 4 per team
Wed 4:30pm Peterson Point-Individual*
Thurs 5:00pm Coed Doubles
                 USBC Sanctioned
Leagues Start Monday, Sept 10
Cost: $4 per person
         $1 Shoe Rental
Automatic Scoring and Bumpers
           Fri and Sat Nights
   Extreme Cosmic Bowling
VOLLEYBALL | Ball state classic
Panthers split at weekend tournament
By Adam Tedder
Sports Editor
Senior outside hitter Eliza Zwet-
tler and senior setter Maren Crab-
tree were not happy with their per-
formances at the Ball State Classic.
Illinois State defeated Eastern 30-
21, 30-22 and 30-26 on Saturday. 
“We could have played better,” 
Crabtree said. “If we would have 
passed better, it would have been a 
better match.”
The Redbirds outhit the Panthers 
.233 overall to .040 and out-blocked 
12-3. 
The only area where Eastern was 
superior was digs, where the Pan-
thers outdug Illinois State 63-54.
Zwettler said she thought all the 
Panthers could have made better 
choices.
“We didn’t play to our capabili-
ty,” Zwettler said.
Eastern head coach Lori Bennett 
said her team played well against Illi-
nois State, despite being swept.
“Illinois State is a very good team 
and we were able to hang in there 
with them,” she said. “At times we 
were beating them.”
Bennett said her team started off 
slow on Friday night.
“We were a little flat,” she said. 
“We struggled to get to that level we 
have been playing at this season.”
Eastern won on Friday against 
Ball State 29-31, 30-15, 30-32, 30-
28 and 15-11.
 “It never should have went to 
five games,” Zwettler said.
The five-game pattern has been a 
niche for the Panthers (7-2). Eastern 
is 4-1 in five-game matches. 
Zwettler said playing matches 
lasting five games has not been too 
hard on the team, but she said she 
thought it may have been for this 
weekend.
Zwettler said she did see a posi-
tive from the overall weekend.
“In game four (against Ball State) 
we were able to come back from 
behind,” she said. “It showed a lot of 
character and heart to do that.”
Freshman outside hitter Kelsey 
Orr had a good statistical weekend 
as she had 23 kills overall. 
She also earned her fourth career 
double-double on Friday night.
Zwettler earned her 20th double-
double of her career this past week-
end. 
Sophomore libero Shaina Boylan 
had a career-high 31 digs on Friday 
night and finished with 53 overall 
for the weekend. 
The Panthers will play this Friday 
against Tennessee Tech and then again 
on Saturday against Tennessee State.
WOMEN’S SOCCER | missoUri 3, eastern 0
Tigers overpower Panthers, Williams sets career-high for saves
By Kevin Murphy
Associate Sports Editor 
Missouri’s Alysha Bonnick was 
enough for sophomore goalkeeper 
Jenny Williams to handle, let alone 
the entire team. Missouri defeat-
ed Eastern 3-0 as the Tigers had 36 
shots in the game. 
Bonnick scored in the fifth min-
ute and the 50th minute of the 
game on Sunday.  The Tigers (4-0) 
final tally came in the 87th minute 
off a corner kick that Mo Redmond 
headed in. 
“(The Tigers) play at a high rate 
of speed,” head coach Tim Nowak 
said.
He said the Missouri players were 
athletic and got numbers on the ball 
in its system. He also added Mis-
souri played a 3-4-3 system, which 
features three forwards. 
This allowed for a lot of shots in 
the game. It was also the first time 
all season the Panthers (2-2-0) have 
been shut out. 
Eastern had a few shots, accord-
ing to Nowak.
Senior forward Michelle Stein-
haus flicked the ball to sophomore 
midfielder Alexis Miller on a free 
kick early in the second half. Miller 
was a ‘shoe size’ away from a goal. 
The last time the Panthers were 
shut out in goals was against More-
head State in the semifinals of the 
Ohio Valley Conference Tourna-
ment in 2006. The Panthers lost to 
the Eagles 1-0. Eastern also was shut 
out in goals against Morehead State, 
but the team finished in a draw at 
Lakeside Field in 2006. Williams 
gave up two goals and made 12 saves 
in the loss at Colombia, Mo. 
“She controlled the box,” Nowak 
said. “We expect that.”
Williams posted a 90-minute 
shutout victory against Indiana State 
on Wednesday. Williams has given 
up six goals this season in 315 min-
utes of play. The Quincy native has 
made 24 saves this season. In Wil-
liam’s first season, she posted seven 
shutouts in 19 games. She gave up 
19 goals in 1,849 minutes of play. 
She also made 73 saves last year. 
Williams, an OVC All-Newcom-
er member, has posted 97 career 
saves. Sunday’s game was a career-
high for saves with 12. 
It was second time this season a 
member of the opposite team has 
scored against the Panthers. 
Bowling Green’s Stacey Lucas 
scored both goals in a 2-1 loss. 
Senior midfielder Kathleen Hayes 
and all the defenders played the full 
game. That included junior Ash-
ley Slota, junior Lindsey Wilkening, 
senior Karissa Brenner and senior 
Meghan Ryon. 
 “Our defense did a good job of 
staying front of the goal,” Williams 
said. “After (the first goal) we had a 
lot of blocked shots.”
Slota said the defense tried to 
stay pinched as best as possible and 
the Tigers tried to spread them out 
for more shots. 
But the delay didn’t affect his per-
formance. 
He threw a screen pass to Bry-
ant with Purdue on Eastern’s 10, and 
the elusive Bryant (12 catches, 111 
yards) maneuvered past two East-
ern defenders and dove into the end 
zone for the touchdown and a 38-3 
Purdue lead.
His final touchdown pass came 
with 12:37 left in the fourth quarter 
on a 1-yard play-action rollout pass 
to backup tight end Jerry Wasikows-
ki. Painter completed passes to 12 
different receivers in the game.
Stinson finished the game 15-
of-32 for 143 yards and no touch-
downs or interceptions. He was 6-
to-8 after the first quarter for 57 
yards, but struggled in the second 
quarter, completing only two of his 
14 passes.
“I just didn’t get it done,” Stin-
son said. “The protection was good, 
we had looks we wanted. They did 
everything we thought they were 
going to do, but I just got to make 
throws.”
Spoo, who coached future NFL 
quarterbacks Jim Everett, Mark Her-
rmann and Scott Campbell during 
his time at Purdue, said Painter’s per-
formance against Eastern ranks right 
up with all-time great performances 
by Purdue quarterbacks.
“He’s a fine player and he’s got 
some nice people to throw to,” Spoo 
said. “He’s all they said he is, no 
question about that.”
– Online Editor Scott Richey 
contributed to this story
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sophomore flanker stephanie militello holds onto the ball as she is tackled by a Purdue player. the Panthers 
won 73-0 on saturday while playing in a downpour of rain.
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WOMEN’S RUGBY | eastern 73, PUrdUe 0
Saturday at Ross-Ade Stadium in West Lafayette, Ind. 
Score by Quarters     1    2    3    4   Final  
Eastern Illinois.......       3    0    3     0 - 6       Record: (1-1, 1-0)
Purdue.............    17  14   7    14  - 52 Record: (2-0, 0-0) 
Scoring Summary: 
1st 12:30  PU -  Standeford13-yd pass from Painter (Summers kick)  
PU 7 - EIU 0
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 8 plays, 85 yds, T.O.P. 2:31
1st 10:44 PU - Summers 39-yd field goal PU 10 - EIU 0 
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 5 plays, 4 yds, T.O.P. 1:45
1st 06:11 EIU - Wilke 24-yd field goal PU 10 - EIU 3
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 9 plays, 69 yds, T.O.P. 4:33
1st 03:10 PU - Orton 20-yd pass from Painter (Summers kick) PU 17 - EIU 3 
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 7 plays, 56 yds, T.O.P. 3:01
2nd 09:34 PU - Keller 37-yd pass from Painter (Summers kick) PU 24 - EIU 3
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 7 plays, 86 yds, T.O.P. 2:59
2nd 03:09 PU - Keller 3-yd pass from Painter (Summers kick) PU 31 - EIU 3
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 11 plays, 62 yds, T.O.P. 4:45
3rd 08:18 PU - Bryant 10-yd pass from Painter (Summers kick) PU 38 - EIU 3
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 14 plays, 73 yds, T.O.P. 5:47
3rd 02:26 EIU -Wilke 27-yd field goal PU 38 - EIU 6
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 9 plays, 61 yds, T.O.P. 2:52
4th 12:37 PU - Wasikowski 1-yd pass from Painter (Summers kick) 
PU 45 - EIU 6
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 11 plays, 56 yds, T.O.P. 4:49
4th 03:45 PU - Dierking 4-yd run (Summers kick) PU 52 - EIU 6 
 DRIVE SUMMARY: 7 plays, 54 yds, T.O.P. 3:15
 
                                 EIU      PU
  FIRST DOWNS..............................      11      34
RUSHES-YARDS (NET)................   22-83    38-173
PASSING YDS (NET)....................     153         355
Passes Att-Comp-Int................... 19-38-0    39-51-0
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS...  60-236     89-533
Punt Returns-Yards....................     0-0         2-34
Kickoff Returns-Yards.................   3-190       3-83
Interception Returns-Yards.........    0-0           0-0
Punts (Number-Avg)...................  8-44.1      5-39.8
Fumbles-Lost..............................     1-1           1-0
Penalties-Yards...........................    6-30         4-30
Possession Time.........................   23:38       36:22
Third-Down Conversions.............  3 of 15     10 of 18
Fourth-Down Conversions..........   1 of 3      2 of 2
Sacks By: Number-Yards............      1-6         1-3
Purdue 52 |  eastern illinois 6
Sloppy field conditions 
do not reflect Panthers 
play
By Adam Tedder
Sports Editor
The Panthers did not let the rain 
damper their 73-0 blowout of Pur-
due on Saturday.
It was raining so hard that pud-
dles were being formed on Lake-
side Rugby Field with 20 minutes 
remaining in the second half.
Junior wing Samantha Manto had 
no problem in the rain. She scored 
on six trys, an accomplishment she 
repeated from the first game against 
the Indiana Collegiate All-Stars.
“It just feels good to get in 
rhythm and to start scoring again,” 
Manto said.
Eastern head coach Frank Gra-
ziano said he thought the team 
had played better in the first half 
before the rain became involved but 
thought the Panthers had good ball 
control in the rain.
Senior prop Jaki Brophy thought 
the same.
“It got pretty sloppy in the rain 
but we handled the ball well,” Bro-
phy said. “I think we adapted better 
in the second half.”
Manto said she thought the rain 
was an advantage for Eastern.
“It was raining during warm-ups 
so we got a good grip on the ball and 
got used to it,” Manto said.
Manto was not the only Panther 
to score multiple times. Junior center 
Molly Clutter and sophomore flank-
er Stephanie Militello both scored 
on two trys. 
Junior lock Victoria Rosales, 
junior wing Crystal Jones and fresh-
man flanker Tiffany Kennedy each 
scored once. It was Kennedy’s first 
score in her career.
Graziano said he thought it was a 
nice win.
“We did well today,” Grazia-
no said.  “We took advantage of 
our strength, which is our speed. 
We made Purdue defend the entire 
width of the field, which allowed us 
many opportunities to run our game 
plan.”
Things were going so well that 
Graziano said he had an opportuni-
ty to “tune up” his team by calling 
a diverse amount of plays in the sec-
ond-half. 
“I called almost every play I could 
in the second-half,” Graziano said.
The victory did not come without 
a price.
Senior co-captain and flyhalf 
Eileen O’Rourke went down with a 
knee injury with 35 minutes, 9 sec-
onds left in the second-half.
Graziano said this is a big loss to 
the team.
“Losing Eileen definitely hurts,” 
he said. “We don’t know if she’ll be 
out for the remainder of the season, 
but she is one of our leaders.”
Graziano said one of his only 
concerns coming from the game was 
how the team would react emotion-
ally to the injury to O’Rourke. 
The effect of the injury appeared 
on the field. The Panthers did not 
score in the second-half until almost 
10 minutes after O’Rourke’s injury 
then they scored the remaining 34 
points to end the day.
The Panthers host Division II 
West Chester at 1 p.m. on Saturday 
at Lakeside Rugby Field for the his-
toric first-ever NCAA women’s rug-
by match. 
Eastern pours on the points
Stinson went 15-of-32 for 143 
yards and didn’t throw a touch-
down or an interception. Against 
Tech, Stinson went 19-of-26 for 308 
yards, two touchdowns and no inter-
ceptions.
But his inaccuracy on Saturday 
ended multiple Eastern drives pre-
maturely. 
Stinson struggled mightily in the 
second quarter, completing 2-of-14 
passes for 35 yards. 
Purdue blitzed often, sending 
linebackers, safeties and corner backs 
on numerous different blitzes. 
He was only sacked once, but the 
threat of pressure seemed to affect 
his passing. But Stinson downplayed 
the aggressiveness of Purdue’s defense 
after the game.
“It had nothing to do with that,” 
he said. “When I’m (under pressure), 
I got to quit holding on to the ball. 
I got to get rid of the ball when I’m 
supposed to. I have to go through 
my reads faster and if I would have 
played faster, that stuff wouldn’t have 
happened.” 
Purdue head coach Joe Tiller said 
he wanted to put more pressure on 
Stinson than what he had seen of the 
pressure Tech put on Stinson. 
“We talked to some of the peo-
ple in their league, and they said that 
if he has time to throw it, he can 
pick you apart,” Tiller said. “I wasn’t 
blowing smoke. I thought based on 
that game last week, he was as accu-
rate as anybody I’d seen in four 
or five years. But they didn’t pres-
sure him. So our thoughts were let’s 
knock him down a few times and see 
how that affects his accuracy.” 
With Purdue leading 31-3 in the 
second quarter, Eastern had a final 
chance to score before halftime. But 
the inability of the passing game to 
connect didn’t produce any points 
for the Panthers. 
Stinson’s first deep pass of the 
game came on the first play of the 
drive. But the pass, intended for 
Rucker, went well past him. After 
two completions to junior wide 
receiver Quinten Ponius and junior 
running back Travorus Bess to move 
Eastern into Purdue territory, Stin-
son had two straight incompletions. 
His pass to Alicus Nozinor was 
dropped, and his next pass to Ruck-
er over the middle went too far. 
The two incompletions brought 
up 4th-and-3, where Stinson com-
pleted an 11-yard pass to Jason Fish-
er with Purdue blitzing on the play.
Eastern called a timeout with 57 
seconds left to play and on Purdue’s 
21, but only managed four yards in 
its next four plays. 
On 4th-and-10, rather than pass 
the ball, Bess ran up the middle for 
four yards, nowhere near the first 
down. 
Rucker said the speed of Purdue’s 
defense affected Eastern’s offense and 
the Panthers never adjusted to it dur-
ing the game.
“Purdue’s defense was just play-
ing at another speed and the score 
showed,” he said. “It’s pretty embar-
rassing not to be able to score a 
touchdown, but we just got to go 
back to the basics and try out and 
work out the mistakes.”
– Online Editor Scott Richey 
contributed to this story
Spoo compliments Painter’s performance against Panthers 
Pressure and inaccuracy lead to poor performance from Stinson
OFFense, FrOM paGe 12
3triple threat
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo 
(above) was not successful in his 
return to his alma mater, Purdue. 
The Boilermakers won 52-6 and 
spoiled Spoo’s homecoming to 
where he played and coached. 
Although Eastern football did 
not pull an Appalachian State-
Michigan upset, this weekend 
there were plenty of other college 
football teams that pulled an 
upset.
1. South Florida – The Bulls of the Big 
East scored the game-winning touch-
down against No. 17 Auburn in overtime 
in Auburn, Ala. Jessie Hester’s game-win-
ning catch against the Tigers makes it 
the third year in a row that South Florida 
has defeated a ranked team. South Flor-
ida defeated a ranked West Virginia in 
2006 and a ranked Louisville in 2005. 
2. Northern Iowa – The Northern Iowa 
Panthers knocked off in-state rival Iowa 
State on the road in Ames, Iowa. North-
ern Iowa’s win against the Cyclones was 
the first victory since 1994. It is UNI’s 
third-ever win against Iowa State. The 
Panthers are ranked No. 7 in the Football 
Championship Subdivision poll. 
3. South Carolina – The Gamecocks 
upset No. 11 Georgia in Athens, Ga, 16-
12. South Carolina’s Ryan Succop 34-yard 
field goal with 9 minutes, 25 seconds left 
in the fourth quarter sealed the game. 
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Bob Spoo
eiU/pUrDUe SliDeShOW
Check out a slideshow of this weekend’s football 
game against Purdue.
SEE DENNEwS.COm
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Get the 
spotlight 
over here
Domination.
That is the best word to 
describe what happened at the 
rugby game this past weekend 
when Eastern met Purdue at 
Lakeside Field.
Purdue only reached into their 
side of the field twice. 
That’s domination.
In or out of territory they nev-
er threatened a score.
That’s domination.
73 points scored on the day.
That’s domination.
But this really is nothing new 
to those who follow Eastern’s 
rugby team.
Last week the Panthers dom-
inated another opponent, the 
Indiana All-Stars, 83-0. 
Last year, Eastern steamrolled 
Michigan State 124-0. 
That was a school record, 
unsurprisingly. 
Unfortunately, there are not 
many people following this sport 
to know any of this.
mEN’S SOCCER | MISSOURI-kANSAS CITY/MR. GOODCENTS BROOkSIDE INvITATIONAl
Peters instrumental in weekend victories
FOOTBall | PURDUE 56, EASTERN 6
AMIR PRELLBERG | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior wide receiver Micah Rucker gets tackled by Purdue linebacker Anthony Heygood. The Boilermakers won 
52-6. Purdue quarterback Curtis Painter finished 38-of-49 with 348 passing yards and six touchdowns. Rucker 
finished with six receptions for 74 yards. 
By matt Daniels
Staff Reporter
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. – 
Donald Thomas got his hand on 
Purdue quarterback Curtis Painter’s 
first pass attempt to the end zone.
Eastern’s senior middle line-
backer stuck out his right hand 
and knocked down Painter’s pass to 
Dorien Bryant.
It was one of the few times East-
ern’s defense stopped Painter on a 
record-setting day for the Boiler-
maker’s quarterback.
Painter completed 38-of-49 pass 
attempts for 348 yards, and tied a 
school record held by Kyle Orton 
and Drew Brees by throwing six 
touchdown passes in the game. 
Painter’s dominating performance, 
and an inept performance by East-
ern’s offense, led Purdue to a 52-6 
blowout at Ross-Ade Stadium. 
The loss was a rude welcome back 
to West Lafayette for Eastern head 
coach Bob Spoo. Spoo played quar-
terback at Purdue in the late 1950s, 
and coached there for nine years in 
the late-70s and mid-80s.
And the play of Painter had a lot 
to do with the lopsided loss his team 
suffered.
“Curtis Painter is a great quarter-
back,” Thomas said. “I think he has 
a great future in this sport. He’s very 
consistent, he’s patient and he let his 
receivers make plays once he made 
the throw.”
After Thomas knocked down 
Painter’s intended pass to Bryant, 
Painter found wide receiver Jake 
Standeford for a 13-yard touchdown 
pass on a slant route across the mid-
dle to give Purdue a 7-0 lead with 12 
minutes, 30 seconds left in the first 
quarter.
It didn’t get much better for East-
ern after that.
Junior wide receiver Quinten 
Ponius fumbled Purdue’s kickoff, and 
Byron Williams recovered, giving the 
Boilermakers the ball right back on 
Eastern’s 26-yard line. Ponius was set 
to return the kick at his own 5-yard 
line, but Purdue (2-0) kicked the ball 
short and to the right. 
Tight end Jordan Campanel-
la, being one of the up men on the 
kickoff return, appeared to be closest 
to the ball. But Ponius rushed up to 
try to make the catch and it hit right 
off his chest. 
 “You can’t do things like that 
against a good football team like 
Purdue,” Spoo said.
Eastern’s defense held Purdue 
to a field goal on the drive, but still 
trailed 10-0 before its offense had its 
first possession.
And the Panthers’ first possession 
was their best one of the game. It 
took the Panthers five plays to go 63 
yards and end up at Purdue’s 13-yard 
line. But a false start penalty pushed 
Eastern (1-1) back five yards. After 
a six-yard completion from quarter-
back Cole Stinson to wide receiver 
Micah Rucker brought a 2nd-and-
9 for Eastern, Panther wide receiv-
er John Gadson lost four yards on a 
run. 
A seven-yard completion from 
Stinson to Alicus Nozinor brought 
up 4th-down and Tyler Wilke con-
verted a 24-yard field goal attempt 
to cut the deficit to 10-3.
It was the closest Eastern got the 
rest of the way, with Painter assert-
ing himself the rest of the game. 
He threw touchdown passes of 
20, 37 and 3 yards in the first half to 
give Purdue a 31-3 lead at halftime. 
Painter said the key for his day 
was to get in an early rhythm. Pur-
due scored on its first three offensive 
possessions.
“Painter threw the ball with much 
greater accuracy than he did last 
week,” Purdue head coach Joe Tiller 
said. “I told him to slow down and 
let the game come to you. When he 
does that, he can be pretty effective.”
Painter’s second half start was 
delayed 1 hour, 5 minutes because of 
an inclement weather delay. 
Record-setting day by 
Boilermaker QB ruins 
Spoo’s return to his 
alma mater
By Dan Cusack
Staff Reporter
Junior forward Brad Peters was 
key on Sunday and Friday at the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Invitational/Mr. Goodcents Brook-
side Invitational. 
Peter, the MVP of tournament, 
recorded two game winners over the 
weekend. 
On Sunday, Peters’ goal was the 
difference maker as the Panthers 
defeated Missouri-Kansas City, 1-
0. The goal, which came in the 58th 
minute, was assisted by senior mid-
fielder Mick Galeski.
“I was just in the right place at 
the right time,” Peters said.  “It’s 
nice to win MVP, but it would not 
have mattered if we did not win the 
games.”
Peters’ header on Friday against 
Oral Roberts (1-3) came in the 
104th minute and was the game 
winner as the Panthers improved to 
2-0 in overtime games this season.
The team continues to win close 
games with two overtime victories 
this season, and a pair of 1-0 victo-
ries.
It was Peters’ third and fourth 
goals of the season.  
Eastern head coach Adam How-
arth said the team was sluggish in 
the first half, but stepped it up in the 
second half and outplayed Oral Rob-
erts in the overtime period.
“Our guys just wanted it more,” 
Howarth said. “The second half we 
came out and defended better.”   
The Panthers (4-0-0) won their 
second tournament title. 
Eastern won the Bradley Holiday 
Inn City Centre Classic earlier this 
season.
See Painter, Page 11
See Soccer, Page 11
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Junior running back Travorus Bess 
gets tackled during the first quar-
ter at Ross-Ade Stadium. 
painter’S perfOrMance leaDS pUrDUe
By matt Daniels
Staff Reporter
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. – 
Cole Stinson completed his first pass 
to senior wide receiver Micah Ruck-
er during Saturday’s game at Purdue. 
The senior quarterback hit Ruck-
er with the pass at the line of scrim-
mage, and the 6-foot-6, 221-pound 
Rucker ran for six yards to the Pur-
due 12-yard line.
While Stinson completed five 
more passes to Rucker during the 
game, the precise route running and 
timing the duo showed in the season 
opener against Tennessee Tech was 
nowhere to be found against Big Ten 
opponent Purdue. 
The same can be said of the entire 
offense during Saturday’s 52-6 loss.
The offense finished with 236 
yards of total offense, far off the 
production the Panthers displayed 
against Tech (417 yards of produc-
tion).
“Cole’s effort (Saturday) was sub-
par,” Eastern head coach Bob Spoo 
said. “Compared to what he did 
last week and what he’s capable of 
doing.”
Offense 
never adjusts 
to speed of 
game
Stinson doesn’t throw 
an interception, but 
finishes with only 143 
passing yards; offense 
musters 236 total yards
See offenSe, Page 11
See tedder, Page 9
rOMO Watch
Former Eastern quarterback and current Dallas Cowboy starting 
quarterback Tony Romo threw for four touchdowns and 345 yards, 
and rushed for one touchdown against the New York Giants for a 
45-35 win Sunday night.
